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Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Revised ed.. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Christopher Harvie, one of Scotland s leading historians and political
writers, takes a long view of Scotland: its land, people, and culture. Scotland: A History sweeps from
the earliest settlements to the new Parliament of 1999 and beyond. It describes the unique multiethnic kingdom which emerged from the Dark Ages, the small, proud nation manoeuvring among
the great powers of medieval Europe, and the radical reformation which forced a compromise with
its mighty southern neighbour. Harvie follows Scotland s tense partnership with England for over
400 years, through dual monarchy and union, enlightenment and empire, industrialization and deindustrialization. First published over a decade ago, this new edition has been extended - at both
ends - to include recent discoveries about Scotland s early pre-historic settlements, through to a
new final chapter covering the history, politics, and economics of the country under the Holyrood
Parliament - and the background to the controversy over the Independence Referendum of 2014.
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Reviews
Unquestionably, this is actually the very best job by any publisher. It really is basic but unexpected situations within the 50 % from the book. I discovered
this book from my dad and i advised this publication to discover.
-- Dr . Willis Wa lter
The ebook is fantastic and great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your life period will probably be convert as soon as you
comprehensive reading this ebook.
-- Dr . Alber tha Hoppe
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